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The final chapters on tumour formation and plant 
viruses by Gordon and Bruening, respectivdy, cover 
two specific areas where plant nucleic acid involve- 
ment is of prime biological importance. Future oppor- 
tunities for advantageous and realistic genetic engi- 
neering are discussed. 
This volume on its own will certainly serve as a 
key source of information for some while. It will also 
provide a mechanism, as the Editors hoped, whereby 
other biochemists might be inspired by the unique 
problems which the plant cell provides both economi- 
cally and scientifically. 
R. H. Burdon 
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This book contains the proceedings of an EMBO 
workshop held at the Weizmann Institute in April 
1980. like all books of this type, the contributions 
vary considerably in length and scope, some relying 
almost entirely on previously unpublished experi- 
mental evidence and others giving an overview mainly 
reflecting the authors' own work or views. This is not 
necessarily a disadvantage and the reader interested in
platelets either for their function in haemostasis and 
cardiovascular disease or for their appropriateness as 
models of neurones and other secretory cells will find 
much of interest. 
The volume is split into 4 sections omewhat 
arbitrarily, the first dealing with platelet function, the 
second with platelet membrane structure and recep- 
tors, the third intracellular platelet response and the 
last with platelet pharmacology. In all cases the 
approach is from the molecular level and is concerned 
largely with the role of membrane proteins and lipids 
in initiating (perhaps by Ca 2÷ redistribution) the pro- 
cesses leading to shape change, adhesion, aggregation 
and release of granule contents by platelets. A wel- 
come feature is the realisation by the majority of 
authors that these processes are separable and that 
the mechanism of each may differ. The overwhelming 
impression from the book is that for such a small cell 
fragment the platelet seems astonishingly complex 
and for the enormous amount of work expended by 
these eminent contributors its function still seems 
remarkably obscure. Despite this, the book is recom- 
mended for anyone already working in the field or 
indeed looking for an easily obtainable model of 
human cells. There are a fair number of typographical 
errors but the editors and publishers must take credit 
for getting these proceedings out so rapidly. 
John Littleton 
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